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be successful, a permissive piece of legislation should be
enacted, but such an act must embody the following
general principles:
 (1)	"The scheme should be free from ambiguity and be
formulated in as simple a language as possible so
that it may be understood by the persons most
closely affected;"
 (2)	No rigid rule as to the majority to be required
need be laid down';
 (3)	"The element of compulsion should be reserved
till the latest possible stage" and should be used
only to bend an obstinate minority.
 (4)	"The civil courts must be barred from jurisdiction
on matters arising under the legislation	
their (farmers') interests must be carefully safe-
guarded by provision for consideration of all ob-
jections at various stages and by allowing, a re-
sort to arbitration with power to nominate one arbi-
trator."
We are of opinion that consolidation of holdings
through co-operative societies will take a very long time
to solve the problem which affects the very basis of all
agricultural production and prosperity and needs an
urgent remedy. We further hold that some piece of
legislation, such as the one brought forward but tempor-
arily withdrawn in the Bombay Legislative Council with
the modifications sugested by the Commisssioners, should
be enacted and applied to selected areas. The Bombay
Bill laid down that further subdivision of the existing
fragments beyond a certain minimum should be stopped,
and that attempts must be made to promote consolidation
of fragments with a view to increase the size of holdings
and thus make them economic. We strongly hold that
in its application it must be borne in mind that compul-
sion is a supplement and not a substitute for education
which alone can bring about- consolidation.
In order to accomplish this result, the only-remedy
is to provide subsidiary occupations with a view to divert

